Software development in B and Event-B generates proof obligations that have to be discharged using theorem provers.
Formal Model-Driven Software Design with B and Event-B
The B method for software development [1] is based on the B Abstract Machine Notation (AMN) and the use of formally proved refinements up to a model su ciently concrete that programming code can be automatically generated from it. Event-B [2] is closely related to B, but with an emphasis on system modelling. Both are based on refinement calculus, first order logic, integer arithmetic, set theory, and their constructs are similar to those of the Z notation [30] . B and Event-B models are finite state machines. The state is a tuple of values of a collection of variables, and the transitions may assign new values to those variables. The language also provides modularization and structuring constructs similar to those of programming languages. B is supported by a number of tools [10, 3] , while all the tool support for Event-B is integrated in the Rodin platform [11] , a development environment based on Eclipse [31] .
Overview
A B or Event-B model defines a set of valid states, including initial states, and operations (named events in Event-B) that usually provoke a state transition. The design process starts with an abstract yet functional model of the system.
The developer needs to check several verifications conditions on such a model: that all expressions are well-defined, that the model constraints are satisfiable, that the initial states are valid and that operations do not map valid states to invalid states. For each such verification, the tools generate automatically proof obligations that are then verified using theorem proving technology.
Once an initial functional model has been constructed and verified, B and Event-B provide constructs to define refinement modules. A refinement is always associated to another, more abstract, model and specifies either the formalization of new functional requirements or a design decision: either about the concrete representation of the state, or about the algorithmic realization of an operation (or both). Verification conditions are proved to establish that each refinement conforms to the refined module.
The B and Event-B notations
Essentially, a B or Event-B module contains two main parts: a state space definition and the operations available to access and modify state. It may additionally contain auxiliary clauses in many forms (parameters, constants, assertions), but those are essentially for practical purposes (i.e. to promote modularity, reuse, etc.) and do not extend the expressive power of the notation. In the remainder, we will restrict our discussion to the core clauses of the module specification.
The specification of the state components appears in the VARIABLES and INVARIANT clauses. The former enumerates the state components, and the latter defines restrictions on the possible values they can take. If V denotes the state variables of a machine, the invariant is a predicate on V. Verifications carried out throughout the development process have the intention of checking that no invalid state will ever be reached as long as the operations of the machine are used as specified. For the specification of the initialisation as well as the operations, the notation o↵ers a set of so-called substitutions.
These are "imperative-like" constructs with translation rules that define their semantics as the e↵ect they have on the values of any (global or local) variables to which they are applied. The semantics of the substitutions is defined by the substitution calculus, formalizing how the di↵erent substitution forms rewrite to formulas in first-order logic. At an abstract level of specification, it is common to use non-deterministic substitutions. Let S denote a substitution, E an expression, then [S]E denotes the result of applying S to E. For instance, an operation that would increment a counter variable v can be specified as v := v + 1. Indeed, the basic substitution is very similar to the side-e↵ect free assignment construct found in imperative programming languages. Applying such a substitution to an expression consists in substituting the target variable v with the source expression. For instance, [v := v + 1]v > 0 simplifies to v + 1 > 0. Besides the basic substitution, the notations provide more elaborate substitution constructions, such as non-deterministic substitution ANY v WHERE C THEN S END, which applies substitution S with variable v having any value that satisfies predicate C. Substitution v :2 V, where V is a set, is equivalent to ANY x WHERE x 2
The example shown in Figure 1 illustrates these concepts with the Event-B model of a tra c light. Event-B specification modules are either contexts, for auxiliary definitions, or machines, with the actual functional specification.
In the example, the context is named definitions and defines a set named COLOR with three elements red, green and yellow. The behavior is specified in the machine named tra c light. Its model has a single variable, named light, and the invariant states that its value must be an element of the set COLOR. The initialization non-deterministically chooses one value in this set and assigns it to variable light. The possible transitions are specified in the model as three events. Each event has a guard and assigns a new value to the state.
Two consecutive refinements for the example machine are presented in figure 2 . The first refinement introduces a bounded integer variable, named count to represent the value of the variable light from the abstract model: it is called 4 MACHINE tra f f ic light r1 REFINES tra f f ic light CONSTANTS color re f ine, color step PROPERTIES color re f ine 2 COLOR ! Nĉ olor re f ine = {green 7 ! 0, yellow 7 ! 1, red 7 ! 2} VARIABLES count INVARIANT count 2 N^count 2 0..2^count = color re f ine(light) figure 1 : the first is a data refinement, and the second is used to merge events. a data refinement since it provides a representation of the data that is closer to an actual implementation. The second refinement illustrates how to take advantage of an opportunity to factor definitions: the three events of the system are merged into a single one, called step.
Verification
The correctness of a full design with the B method is established by proving that functional models are realizable and consistent and that each refinement is compatible with the module it refines. To this end, proof obligations need to be generated and checked.
A functional model is considered realizable if the di↵erent constraints that its component must obey are satisfiable.
It is considered consistent when:
1. The initialization actions take the machine into a valid state.
2. No operation may take the machine from a valid state to an invalid state, as long as the user provided parameters and the machine variables are such that the guard GRD for application of the substitution S corresponding to this operation evaluates to true.
Refinements are also subject to verification. The B and Event-B method generates proof obligations establishing that the result of a refinement is compatible with the original specification. Although the methods have di↵erentdefinitions of refinements, the corresponding proof obligations have essentially the same structure and underlying logic.
The verification of such proof obligations is delegated to theorem provers. The e ciency and e↵ectiveness of verification of such tools depends on the language elements that are used to model the system. The richer the language, the more complex the data model and the associated operations, and the more di cult is the verification of such proof obligations. Section 2.4 describes the structure of the representation of the proof obligations in the Rodin platform.
In addition to the generation of proof obligation and the verification thereof using automatic or interactive theorem provers, it is also possible to carry out verification tasks using a model checker and animator such as ProB [23] . ProB combines on-the-fly state space construction and constraint solving. If, one the one hand, this approach is applicable only to finite models, on the other hand, it is also able to verify automatically a larger class of properties, including dynamic behavioral properties expressed in, e.g., temporal logic.
Proof Obligations in Rodin
One of the roles of the Rodin platform [11] is to manage the POs produced in a development. The abstract syntax of the format is described hereafter. A PO is structured in four sections 1 :
The theories are pre-defined names corresponding to di↵erent fragments of the specification logic. This work only considers theories that correspond to Booleans, integers, basic sets (i.e. no set of sets is allowed), basic relations (i.e.
only n-ary relations over simple sets are allowed), but it could be straightforwardly extended to include real numbers if the specification logic would consider them. The theories of a PO can be computed by a static syntactical analysis of the hypothesis and the goal.
The scope of this work is a fragment of the specification logic, and the following grammar defines the possible corresponding typing environments: 1 Regexp superscript operators + and ⇤ indicate respectively one or more and zero or more of the preceding element.
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Sorts BOOL and Z are pre-defined. In B, new sorts (also called basic types) are carrier sets and may be introduced either as deferred sets (only their name is given, and they are assumed to be non-empty) or as enumeration (and the only values in the sorts are those that are enumerated, and they are pairwise distinct).
Finally, the hypothesis and the goal are first-order formulas. The language for formulas is specified by the following grammar, where non-terminals ' and ⌧ stand respectively for formulas and terms. POs are well-typed and no type checking or type inference is needed.
The considered terms have sort BOOL and Z, user-defined carrier sets as well as their powerset and cartesian products, and powerset of such cartesian products. Basic sets may be ranges of integers, or defined in extension or intentionally.
Finally there are mixed operators that are neither basic set operators nor integer arithmetic operators; they are:
' ::= finite(⌧) (test for finiteness)
3. SMT-Solvers
The SMT approach to theorem proving
The Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) problem is a decision problem to determine if a given logic formula is satisfiable with respect to a combination of theories expressed in first-order logic. Theories of interest for the work described in this paper include uninterpreted functions with equality and integer arithmetics. Since the validity of a proof obligation can be decided by checking the unsatisfiability of its negation, SMT-solvers are natural candidates for discharging the verification conditions generated in the application of the B and Event-B methods.
SMT-solvers can for example handle a formula like
which contains linear arithmetics on reals (0, +, , ), and uninterpreted symbols (P, h, f ). SMT-solvers use decision procedures for the disjoint languages (for instance, congruence closure for uninterpreted symbols [25] , and simplex for linear arithmetics) and combine them to build a decision procedure for the union of the languages.
There are a number of available SMT-solvers (e.g. [7, 5, 8, 18, 13] . They di↵er mostly by the theories they handle, their e ciency (which may vary depending on the theories they handle), the ability to handle quantified formulas as well as to construct certificates (proofs) of their results. SMT-COMP is a yearly competition where the di↵erent SMT-solvers may participate in di↵erent categories (corresponding to di↵erent theories). This competition uses the SMT-LIB library of benchmarks, and the corresponding format is the de facto standard input language for SMT-solvers. In this work, it is the language used to input proof obligations to SMT-solvers and is described in Section 3.2.
The SMT-LIB Format
The SMT-LIB format [4, 29] is the result of an international e↵ort to establish a common input language for SMT-solvers. In addition, this initiative also collects and classifies proof obligations expressed in this format, thus terms. Also, a logic for POs from the Vienna Development Method [9] has been proposed for inclusion in the SMT-LIB [22] . This theory includes finite sets, lists and maps and its goal is close to that of this work; it is however currently not supported by existing SMT-solvers.
SMT-LIB has commands to declare a sort by giving its name and arity, and a function by giving its name and signature (i.e. the list of the sorts of the parameters followed by the sort of the result). The sort Bool of arity zero and the binary equality operator belong to every pre-defined logic, such as QF IDL. In addition, the language o↵ers the possibility to define the semantics of such symbols axiomatically with first-order formulas.
In addition to commands for defining the specification language, the scripting language has commands to add (conjunctively) and remove hypotheses and goal in a global stack of sets of formulas. Such formulas are first-order multi-sorted logic formulas expressed using both the symbols of the declared logic and the additional symbols declared in the benchmark. Groups of formulas may be incrementally stacked and eventually verified through a command to activate the solver. This causes the solver to check if the conjunction of the stacked formulas is satisfiable or not. There are also commands to query the result once the solver has completed its execution. In addition to the satisfiability status, clients (such as the Rodin platform) may query a model when the stack of formulas is satisfiable, and obtain an unsatisfiable subset when it is not.
Rationale of the Translation
On the one hand, SMT-solvers integrate and combine reasoning engines for a number of logics, such as arrays, bitvectors, abstract data types, and di↵erent fragments of integer and real-number arithmetics. On the other hand, Rodin
POs may contain arbitrary integer arithmetic expressions, arbitrary combinations of set constructs, including derived entities such as relations, functions and sequences, as well as operators mapping sets to integers and vice-versa. The remainder of this section contains a discussion on the rationale for mapping Booleans, arithmetic, basic sets and relations to proof obligations that are amenable for e cient verification by current SMT-solvers: sets and relations are represented as predicates, expressed using lambda expressions, and set and relation operators are expressed using macros.
Booleans
The logic of Event-B and B contains terms of sort Boolean, where they are di↵erent syntactical entities than formulas. In addition, these notations provide the operator bool that "casts" formulas to Boolean terms. The same distinction occurs in the Rodin POs. This translation maps both entities (formulas and Boolean terms) to terms sorted as Boolean in the SMT-LIB logic. This approach should take better advantage of the e cient handling of complex Boolean structures in SMT-solvers.
Arithmetic
Considering arithmetics, the SMT-LIB benchmarks are divided into several divisions according to the class of constraints: di↵erence logic, linear arithmetics, non-linear arithmetics. The benchmarks are further divided according to whether the formulas are quantified or quantifier-free and whether the numeric sort is integers or real numbers. This information is available to SMT-solvers in a benchmark attribute; they may use it to select the most e cient procedure for the given benchmark. The translation systematically sets this attribute to quantified linear integer arithmetic as it reflects the addressed class of POs.
Basic sets
Currently, no SMT solver provides direct support for set theory. A possible approach is to map set constructs to symbols of a theory that can be handled in one of the existing SMT-solvers. It is possible to map sets to arrays of Booleans indexed by the elements of the domain of the set (see e.g. in [12, 22] ). Another solution is to represent sets by their characteristic predicate, i.e. a Boolean-valued function f taking as argument a value of the corresponding carrier set. This is the approach used to discharge set-theoretic arguments in a proof assistant embedding a SMT-solver [21] as well as in the Predicate Prover, available in Rodin and Atelier-B. The former solution has the advantage of being more general, as it allows nesting sets. The latter solution can only deal with basic sets (no set of sets) but provides a direct mapping to first-order logic with uninterpreted functions and predicates, for which e cient reasoning engines are available: this paper investigates this approach. Even if a SMT solver eventually supports all the constructs found in Rodin POs, this does not cancel the usefulness of this work, as the SMT-LIB POs produced using the proposed encoding may be easier to prove than in the general case.
Sets and set operators are thus translated to predicates and Boolean connectors as usual: false for the empty set, disjunction for union, implication for set inclusion, predicate application for set membership, etc. To implement this approach, we employ extensions to the SMT-LIB library implemented in the veriT SMT-solver [8] , namely macro definitions and lambda expressions. veriT processes such constructs, applying macro expansion and beta-reduction, producing formulas conforming to the SMT-LIB format that may be directly processed in veriT or by any SMT-solver equipped with the right decision procedures.
For instance, union is a macro used in the translation of set union (Section 5):
Here, union is declared as a macro with two arguments X and Y. Both arguments are sorted as ( 0 s Bool), i.e as a unary predicate, where 0 s is a sort variable. The macro union expands to the lambda expression given in the right 10
Empty set, intersection and set di↵erence:
(lambda (e 0 s) (and (X e) (Y e))))
(lambda (e 0 s) (and (X e) (not (Y e))))) /⇤ X \ Y ⇤/ Set membership, inclusion and strict inclusion:
Range of integers:
range ⌘ (lambda (lo Int)(hi Int) (lambda (i Int) (and (<= lo i)(<= i hi)))) /⇤ lo..hi ⇤/ hand side of the expression: it denotes a unary predicate with formal parameter e of sort 0 s, defined as disjunction of the appliction of X and Y to e. veriT implements a type inference mechanism to handle macros with sort variables similar to that for "let polymorphism" [27] . The remaining macros are presented in figure 3 . In this figure, and in the following, X and Y denote unary predicates (representing sets), e, f, g and h denote variables (representing set elements), and 0 s, 0 t and 0 u denote sort variables (representing carrier sets).
A last observation is in order. The result of the application of macro expansion may result in formulas where equality is applied at the predicate level. For instance, assume that S is a set over some sort s, the formula S [ ; = S, valid in set theory, expands to:
where p S is the unary predicate symbol characterizing set S. The original equality between sets results in an equality between formulas. In first-order logic, this equality is expressed with universal quantification and equivalence. This can be performed by rewriting, and corresponds to the application of the set extensionality axiom schema: (= X Y) is rewritten to (forall (e 0 t) (iff (X e) (Y e)) whenever X and Y are unary predicates on sort t.
Applying this rule followed by beta reduction to the example yields the first-order logic tautology:
(forall (e 0 s) (iff (or (p S e) false)(p S e))).
Basic relations
Cartesian product is the construction that introduces relations. Since this work is concerned solely with basic relations, it is restricted to products combining basic sets, a basic set with a basic relation, or two basic relations, as described in section 2.4.
Following the line used to handle basic sets, where each set is represented by a unary predicate, a binary relation could naturally be represented as a binary predicate. However this approach does not work well for some constructions of the specification logic, e.g. for maplets, or pairs, that is elements of basic relations that would not have a proper representation. A solution is thus to introduce a binary parametric sort, say Pair in the SMT-LIB proof obligation as well as a parametric constructor, say pair. In the following, pairs will be denoted with symbols p, p 0 and q, and relations with symbols r, r1 and r2. The following axioms may be introduced as assumptions in the SMT-LIB proof obligation:
(forall (p (Pair
(forall (e 0 s) (f 0 t)(g 0 s) (h 0 t)(implies (= (pair e f)(pair g h)) (and (= e g)(= f h))))
In addition, symbols fst and snd are introduced. They may also be axiomatized as:
(forall (e 0 s) (f 0 t) (= (snd (pair e f)) f))
In the translation, a binary relation in the Rodin proof obligation is represented as a predicate, such that its domain is (an instance) of the parametric sort Pair. The cartesian product of two sets may then be translated with the help of the following macro that, given two predicates X and Y representing two sets X and Y, builds the predicate representing the set X ⇥ Y.
For instance, assume a, b, and c are all elements of a carrier set S and the following proof obligation:
Formula {a 7 ! b, a 7 ! c} ✓ {a} ⇥ {a, b, c} would then be translated to the following (assuming a, b, c and S are respectively represented as a, b, c and S in the translation):
(subseteq (lambda (p (Pair S S))(or (= p (pair a b))(= p (pair a c)))) (prod (lambda (e S)(= e a))(lambda (e S)(or (= e a)(= e b)(= e c)))))
Expanding the prod macro, followed by beta-reduction, the previous expression rewrites to:
(subseteq (lambda (p (Pair S S)) (or (= p (pair a b)) (= p (pair a c)))) (lambda (p (Pair S S)) (and (= (fst p) a)
Now, expanding the subseteq macro, the resulting expression is:
(forall (p (Pair S S) (implies (or (= p (pair a b)) (= p (pair a c)))) (and (= (fst p) a)
At this point, the expression is in first-order logic and it is possible to rely on the SMT-solvers quantifier instantiation capacities to handle such proof obligation, together with the three axioms mentioned at the start of the section.
However it is possible to simplify further the proof obligation. Indeed the combination of axiom 1 and Skolemization is used to substitute all terms of sort Pair by applications of the pair function. Next, applying repeatedly axiom 2 oriented left-to-right as a rewrite rule, every equality between applications of the pair function is substituted by conjunction of equalities between the corresponding pairs of terms. Conducting this process on the running example yields a formula with a single interpreted symbol (equality).
(forall (e S) (f S) (implies (or (and(= e a) (= f b))(and(= e a) (= f c))) (and (= e a) (or (= f a) (= f b) (= f c)))))
Again, macros are employed in the translation of the relational operators (see figure 4) . The next section provides a formalized account of the translation described hitherto.
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Domain, range and relational image:
⇤/ (lambda (f 0 t) (exists (e 0 s)(and (X e) (r (pair e f)))))) Domain restriction and subtraction, range restriction and subtraction: (and (r2 q) (= (fst q) (fst p)))))))) id ⌘ (lambda (X ( (implies (and (r p) (r p 0 )) (implies (= (fst p) (fst p 0 ))(= (snd p) (snd p 0 )))))) injp ⌘ (lambda (r ((Pair 
Sets of relations
The B notation provides several arrows-like operators to denote di↵erent kinds of sets of relations, according to the desired properties. For instance, X $ Y denotes the set of relations between X and Y, while X ! Y denotes the set of total functions between these two sets. Each such operator takes as argument two sets and yields a (high-order) predicate on relations.
Now consider the following formula:
Combining lambda expressions with pre-processing, (first-order) formulas such as 6 may be translated using the macros presented in figures 5 and 6. First, figure 5 contains a series of auxiliary macros that are helpful to characterize elementary properties of relations such as being functional (macro funp), injective (macro injp), total (macro totp), and surjective (macro surp). Next, these auxiliary macros are combined to define macros that expand to characterization for $ (relation, macro rel), 7 ! (partial function, macro pfun), ! (total function, macro tfun), 7 ⇢ (partial injective function, macro pinj), ⇢ (total injective function, macro tinj), 7 ! ! (partial surjective function, macro psur), ! ! (total surjective function, macro tsur) and ⇢ ! (bijective function, macro bij).
Assuming a and b are translated to a and b, both of sort S, formula 6 would then be translated to:
(in (lambda (r ((Pair S S) Bool)(= p (pair a b)))) (rel (lambda (e S) (= e a)) (lambda (e S) (= e b)))).
The expansion of macro rel yields:
(lambda (r ((Pair S S)Bool))(forall (p (Pair S S)) (implies(r p) (and ((lambda (e S) (= e a)) (fst p))((lambda (f S) (= f b)) (snd p))))))).
Sets of relations, functions (partial/total, injective/surjective/bijective): 
(lambda (r ((Pair S S) Bool))(forall (p (Pair S S))(implies(r p) (and (= (fst p) a)) (= (snd p) b))))).
Alpha-conversion of the first lambda-expression, followed by expansion of macro in yields:
(forall (p (Pair S S))(implies((lambda (q ((Pair S S) Bool)(= q (pair a b)))) p) (and (= (fst p) a)) (= (snd p) b))).
Again, beta-reduction is applied to the inner-most lambda-expression, resulting in the following first-order formula (which is a consequence of axioms 3 and 4):
(forall (p (Pair S S))(implies(= p (pair a b)) (and (= (fst p) a)) (= (snd p) b)))
Processing syntactic sugar
Finally, macros may also be used to express the translation of syntactic constructs found in the logic of the proof obligations but that do not have counterpart in SMT-LIB. One such construct is the disequality operator ,; the definition of the corresponding macro neq is given in figure 7 . 
Formalizing the Translation
This section presents the formalization of the translation of Rodin lemmas to SMT-LIB format extended with macros and lambda expressions. The translation is as a tree traversal, recursing over the syntactic structure of the lemma. This traversal is specified as a set of rules that follow the style of structural operational semantics: each rule is composed of a possibly empty set of hypothesis and a conclusion, separated by a horizontal line.
Preliminary Definitions and Notations
The rules propagate an evaluation context that gathers incrementally the contents of the di↵erent sections that compose the SMT-LIB format. They are: sorts, a set of SMT-LIB identifiers; funs, a map from SMT-LIB function symbols to SMT-LIB sorts; assumptions, a set of formulas in SMT-LIB syntax; formula, the goal, a formula in SMT-LIB syntax. In addition, the context maintains a mapping nm from Rodin symbols to SMT-LIB identifiers. I denotes the initial context and is such that 2 :
¬ 7 ! not, =7 ! =, ,7 ! neq,^7 ! and, _7 ! or, ) 7 ! implies, , 7 ! iff, 9 7 ! exists, 8 7 ! forall, In the following, .sec denotes the content of Section sec of ; when sec is a map, [sec s] denotes update of sec with the map s, otherwise it denotes inclusion of s to the set sec; [sec s] sec denotes removal of s from sec.
We assume the existence of a function btype that, given an expression e in a Rodin expression, returns the basic type e. Also fresh is a binary predicate, with arguments a context , and a set of symbols S, and tests if all symbols in S are fresh with respecto to . Symbols that are part of the SMT-LIB language are typeset in a sans serif font.
Translation Rule for a PO

Rule 1 specifies the operator [[]]
L which, given a PO L, composed of the sections T E H ⇤ G, results in a context that represents the components of SMT-LIB format for the Rodin PO L: 
Translation Rules for the Typing Environment
To facilitate reading, the translation rules follow a naming convention. Rodin types and SMT-LIB sorts will be denoted by symbols based on s and s, respectively; names, formulas, terms, and bound variables will be denoted by n, ', ⌧ and x when referring to Rodin entities and by n, f, t and x when referring to SMT-LIB entities.
Rules 3 and 2 specify that the typing environment lemma is translated by a sequential traversal, applying the
An auxiliary operator, named [[]]
T , that associates B data types with SMT-LIB sorts, is used in the translation rules for declarations. Given a type s and an environment , [[s; ]] T is a SMT-LIB sort that satisfies the following rules 4, 5 and 6. Rule 4 states that for a carrier set, the context shall associate a corresponding sort. The next two rules defines that sets are represented by predicates and pairs are encoded by the polymorphic functional sort Pair.
The declarations of a Rodin lemma, grouped in the typing environment, either new carrier sets (i.e. basic types), or pairs n, s, where n is the name of the declared entity, and s is its basic type. Rule 7 describes the case of a carrier set declaration: a new sort is introduced in the SMT-LIB context. Otherwise, n is a new function symbol of the corresponding SMT-LIB sort s (rule 8).
Translation Rules for Hypothesis and Goal
Rules 9 and 10 specify that the hypothesis section is translated by a sequential traversal, applying the translation
⌧ to each hypothesis, and yielding a formula f and a context . The former is added to the latter as a result of the translation.
The goal section of the lemma is also translated using operator 
Translation Rules for Terms
The operator [[]] ⌧ recurses over the structure of terms and formulas found in Rodin lemmas, and builds terms according to the SMT-LIB syntax. Symbol ⌧ will be used wherever a term of a formula is possible, and symbol ' will be used whenever only a formula is possible. The base cases of the recursion are identifiers (rule 12) and numeric literals (rule 13). Boolean conversion is also dealt with (rule 21). Next, rules 14 and 15 define, respectively, the translation of unary and binary terms.
The rule 16 for translating polyadic, associative and commutative operators is:
Rule 17 handles quantified formulas. As SMT-LIB requires that quantified variables be sorted, the basic type of the quantified variable x is identified and the corresponding sort s is obtained from the context. A temporary association is associated to the context that is used to translate the matrix of the quantified formula.
The following rules specify the translation of some specific set terms: rule 18 deals with sets defined in intention, while rule 19 handles sets defined in extension.
Next, rule 20 specifies the translation for -terms. In B, a -term is composed of a guard, say ', that specifies the domain of the function, and an expression, say ⌧, that specifies the result of the function. The translation yields a predicate on pairs, such that the first element of the pair shall satisfy the translation of ', and the second element is equal to the translation of ⌧.
The B logic includes a conversion operator, called bool, from formulas to terms that is useless in SMT-LIB, since the latter has no (longer) specific syntactic entity for formulas. Rule 21 defines this translation. 
Mixed Operators
Finally, translation of mixed-sort operators require additional definitions. The following operators are considered for translation: min and max that yield respectively the smallest and highest value of a non-empty set of integers, the set predicate operator finite and the cardinality operator card.
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In order to define the translation of the first two operators, the following two macros are introduced:
(and(in m t)(forall (x Int) (implies (in x t)(<= m x))))) ismax ⌘ (lambda (m Int) (t (Int Bool))
(and(in m t)(forall (x Int) (implies (in x t)(<= x m)))))
Thus, (ismin m t) expands to a formula stating that m is the smallest value in the set t. This formula is the conjunction of the properties of the min operator [1] . The translation of the operators min and max is specified by rules 22 and 23.
Each application of these rules add a fresh integer constant and an assumption to the context.
The operator finite is a predicate that is true of finite sets. The following macro relates a proposition p, a unary predicate t, a labelling function f and a constant k. Informally, p is an atomic proposition stating that the argument set is finite, k is an upper bound on the cardinality of the set, and f maps injectively elements of the set with a positive integer smaller than k.
(iff p (and (forall (x s)(implies (in x t)(in (f x)(range 1 k)))) (forall (x s)(y s)(implies (and (in x t) (in y t)
(not (equal x y)))
(not (equal (f x)(f y)))))))
Rule 24 specifies the translation of the predicate application finite(⌧): the context is enriched with an atomic proposition p, a constant k and a function f, of domain s, the sort for the basic type of the elements of ⌧. The context is also augmented with an assumption obtained by an expansion of macro finite.
function f and a constant k. Informally, t is the characteristic function of a set, k is the cardinality of the set, and f maps bijectively elements of the set with the range
(forall (x s)(y s)(implies (and (in x t) (in y t)) (iff (equal x y) (equal (f x)(f y))))))
Rule 25 specifies the translation of the application of operator card to a set ⌧; the context is enriched with a constant k and a function f, and an assumption that relates both new symbols to set ⌧ using the macro card.
Implementation
The Rodin platform [11] is a development environment for Event-B. It is based on Eclipse [31] and can be extended by developing new plug-ins in the Java programming language. The translation described in this paper was used as a specification for a new plug-in dedicated to the automatic verification of proof obligations using SMT-solvers. The plug-in communicates with the SMT-solvers using files and operating system commands. The configuration of the plug-in includes a choice of SMT-solvers: Alt-Ergo [6] , cvc3 [5] , veriT [8] and Z3 [13] at this time (see figure 8 ).
It is now available to the formal methods community as an exploratory package through Rodin's o cial source code repository 3 .
Currently, the verification with SMT-solver has to be activated by the user by clicking a button (see figure 9 , left part). Whenever the verification is successful (see figure 9 , right part), the status of the proof obligation is updated and the user may move to the next proof obligation.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the application of SMT-solvers in the context of the approach described in this paper, we considered all the proof obligations generated by the developments made publicly available by the European project Deploy at its Web site (http://www.deploy-project.eu/). F Since the prover is a satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) solver, to check the validity of a lemma, the negation of the lemma is given to the solver. If this negation is found unsatisfiable, then the original formula is valid. On the left, before the proof, the button is active and the status is "unproved". On the right, after a successful proof, the button has been disactivated and the status is "proved".
The selected benchmarks were translated automatically by a Rodin plug-in described in Section 6 and then processed with the SMT-solver veriT [8] , that integrates the necessary pre-processing steps (e.g. macro expansion, beta reduction) to handle the constructs introduced in these translation rules. Although this tool chain is still experimental and thus not yet integrated to the o cial releases of the Rodin platform, the results we obtained are rather positive, as shown in the table of figure 1 . In our experiment, we applied the Predicate Prover to all of the 2359 proof obligations, and it terminated successfully in 54% of the cases. When applying the approach described in this paper, and using veriT as the SMT-solver, the ratio of discharged proof obligations jumps to 63%. It is important to note that all the runs of the SMT-solver take a negligible amount of time. The remaining proof obligations will be communicated to the community of researchers on SMT-solving techniques in the hope that use them as a direction for future extensions and improvements.
Conclusions
This paper addresses the verification of proof obligations generated in formal systems and software developments in B and Event-B using SMT-solvers. A fragment of the logic of such proof obligations was chosen: essentially it combines basic sets and relations, fragments of integer arithmetics and Booleans. The scope therefore compares to that of existing tools such as the Predicate Prover.
The use of pre-processing constructs simplifies the specification and implementation of the translation from set theory to predicate logic: e.g. macros are associated to the main operators of set theory. A set of rules specifies the translation of proof obligations to the SMT-LIB format extended with macro-definitions and lambda expressions.
The second stage of translation, applying classic pre-processing techniques such as macro-expansion, produces fully compliant SMT-LIB files that can be handled with existing SMT-solvers.
A significant set of proof obligations was used to assess the usefulness of the approach. The translation system was applied to the proof obligations and the resulting SMT-LIB files were verified with an existing SMT-solver. This experiment validates the approach: existing SMT-solvers may be employed to discharge automatically and quickly a number of proof obligations in formal software developments such as Event-B. They can thus be used to complement the panoply of provers currently available in integrated development environments for B and Event-B. Indeed, the translation presented in this paper was used to implement a verification plug-in for the Rodin platform targeting several SMT-solvers.
Future Work. The translation presented herein may be employed in other development platforms, such as Atelier B.
Also some capabilities of SMT-solvers can be used to improve the workflow in such development platforms. First, one can define classes of proof obligations where the solver is complete and where more accurate results can be reported, using theoretical results such as those reported in [20] . In those cases where the solver is complete, countermodels can be reported to the user, when a proof obligation cannot be verified. Also, SMT-solvers may identify the subset of hypothesis that was actually useful to verify a proof obligation. This information can be used by the 24 environment platform to reduce the number of generated proof obligations when the user modifies a definition. Finally, as some SMT-solvers include incremental assertion and retraction of sets of hypothesis, a tighter integration with the proof obligation generators could be designed to apply this feature to incrementally add or remove hypothesis that correspond to a definition context or control flow conditions, which would likely lead to faster verification times.
Also, a thorough experimental evaluation of the performances of SMT-solvers when dealing with the proof obligations generated in formal development in B and Event-B is now possible. The results of such evaluation could be used to establish a research agenda to drive further developments in SMT-solving techniques.
Finally, other translations can be defined to consider other classes of proof obligations. For instance, as suggested in [12, 22] , sets can be mapped to arrays of Booleans, for which e cient SMT-solving techniques are available.
